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Hot Debate Over Pinestraw
Recent fires in local communities have sparred a hot debate over the
use of pinestraw. Pinestraw, close building proximity, and high winds
all played a role in spreading the fire. At the present time , the City of
Raleigh is discouraging the use of pinestraw around residences or
buildings. However, no regulations have been enacted. Additionally,
The Fire Marshal is also advising against the use of pinestraw. It
should also be noted that the immediate concern with pinestraw is
when it is applied close to structures.
The recent debate has some considering the use of mulch instead of
pinestraw. Hardwood mulch maintains its color and texture longer.
Some other benefits of using hardwood mulch are that it helps plants
retain moisture, improves air movement, moderates soil temperature
fluctuations, protects plants from freeze and frost damage, and it
discourages weed growth.
A decision over the pinestraw debate should be forthcoming in the next
few weeks.

Pool Safety
Many community pools open on Memorial weekend. Whether enjoying pool
time with family and friends, exercising, playing water sports, or learning to
swim, everyone needs to be mindful of the potential hazards that can happen
in pools.
• Supervise your children and help to keep an eye on those around you.
• Learn how to swim.
• Do not run or rough house in the pool area.
• Do not dive, unless otherwise allowed per your community.
• Maintain good hygiene.
• Do not use glass in the pool area.
• Review the pool rules with your family prior to pool season.
A good rule of thumb for any poolgoer is to be alert at all times. Be mindful of
your actions and the actions of others. If you notice something alarming find
the pool attendant or call 911.
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NC Public House Hearing on HOAs
The fifth meeting of the House Select Committee on HOAs was held April 14, 2010 The Committee did release a draft “Summary
of Committee Proceedings and Proposed Findings.” Below is a brief synopsis as written by Jim Slaughter.
Demographics
According to the Committee, issues associated with HOA’s “can reasonably be expected to increase rather than decrease” with
the State’s population growth.
Bad Accountability
The Committee states that there is a need to provide homeowners with better recourse when seeking to challenge board actions. Suggestions included designating a state agency to enforce current statutes or to authorize mandatory mediation or other
alternative dispute resolution methods.
Disclosure
The Committee stated that there is a need for greater disclosure by sellers of homes belonging to community associations. It
does not appear that present disclosure practices are adequate in notifying prospective purchasers of restrictions on the property. Additional disclosures should be required statutorily or by the rulemaking authority of the Real Estate Commission to
amend the existing disclosure form.
Declarant Transfer Issues
The Committee stated that the law should be clarified with regards to rights and obligations of the Declarant. Suggestions included an HOA requirement limiting the time period during which the Declarant may maintain control of HOA’s (the Condo Act
already has such limitations) or to limit the Declarant’s rights, such as failing to pay assessments on Declarant owned property.
Consumer Protection
The Committee finds there is a need for additional consumer protection to protect homeowners from abusive homeowner association practices. The Committee heard that associations are taking actions such as adopting and amending rules and regulations without notice or a vote of owners. Also, the committee heard of arbitrary enforcement of covenants, excessive fines, refusal to hold fair and open hearings, and abuses of the foreclosure process.
Foreclosure Issues
The Committee finds there are a number of incongruities between the statutes and foreclosure process. The Committee heard
from individuals who suggested that the statute should be amended to prohibit or limit the use of foreclosure in all or some
cases.
Clarification of Solar Access Laws
There is confusion with regards to laws that invalidate restrictive covenants prohibiting solar collector devices. The law should
be clarified or limited to remove the visibility exception, as done in other states.
Discussion
Rep. Cleveland expressed concerns that the Attorney General’s office seemed unwilling to assist homeowners with HOA related
problems. It was suggested that this might be due to the small number of complaints to the AG. Rep. Heagarty believes the AG’s
office should better inform owners of their legal rights against the Association. Rep. Heagarty also expressed concerns that absentee homeowners might be being treated differently than onsite owners, and that this issue should possibly be investigated and
dealt with. Rep. Cleveland noted that one of the reasons for the Committee was the “uproar from homeowners,” but that some
problems are due to the fact that homeowners bought into an association without realizing they did not have full and complete
property rights due to the Association structure—the Committee should try to be fair to both homeowners and associations. Generally, members agreed that the issues governing HOA’s were too complicated and convoluted to deal with during this
year’s short session.
Rep. Earle moved the adoption of the Interim Report with the possibility of later amendment, which was adopted unanimously.

Future seminars
will cover:
•

•

New Industry Legislation
and Conflicts of Interest
(Special guest speaker,
Roger Knight)
Community Financial
Planning, Contracting,
and Budgeting
Time and Dates TBD

Calendar of Events
UPCOMING CALENDER OF
EVENTS
APRIL 28-MAY 1, 2010
May 9, 2010
CAI National Conference in Las Vegas,
NV
MAY 4, 2010
Board Member Education Seminar

Mother’s Day
MAY 31, 2010
Memorial Day
(Elite office will be closed)

For additional info on events please contact our office.

The next Board Member Orientation Seminar is being offered on May
4th, 2010 at 6:30 at our office. This seminar covers roles and responsibilities of
the Board, Management Company, and Homeowners along
with other important info. To sign up contact Dawn Hatcher at
dawnhatcher@elite-mgmt.com or 233-7660.
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Elite Management Professionals
Spring Fling

We would like to take a moment to thank everyone who participated in the Spring Fling Education
Seminar in April. It was a great success! The wonderful speakers included Randy Etheridge of
Etheridge Pest Services, Blair Davis of Harmony Landscapes, Dave Harvey and Dan Deleo of Pool
Professionals, and HOA Attorney Roger Knight. They were all entertaining and very informative. The
event was catered by Backyard Bistro who provided a delicious spread that included southern fried
chicken, Carolina BBQ, potato salad, house salad, homemade dressing, and cookies. We welcome
feedback and/or suggestions for our future events. We hope to see everyone at the next event!

